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Short duration events (SDEs) are reported worldwide from ocean-bottom seismometers
(OBSs). Due to their high frequency (4–30 Hz) and short duration, they are commonly
attributed to aseismic sources, such as fluid migration related processes from cold seeps,
biological signals, or noise. We present the results of a passive seismic experiment that
deployed an OBS network for 10-month (October 2015–July 2016) at an active seepage
site on Vestnesa Ridge,West Svalbard continental margin.We characterize SDEs and their
temporal occurrence using the conventional short-time-average over long-time-average
approach. Signal periodograms show that SDEs have periodic patterns related to solar
and lunar cycles. A monthly correlation between SDE occurrences and modelled tides for
the area indicates that tides have a partial control on SDEs recorded over 10 months. The
numbers of SDEs increase close to the tidal minima and maxima, although a correlation
with tidal highs appears more robust. Large bursts of SDEs are separated by interim quiet
cycles. In contrast, the periodicity analysis of tremors shows a different pattern, likely
caused by the effect of tidally controlled underwater currents on the instrumentation. We
suggest that SDEs at Vestnesa Ridge may be related to the dynamics of the methane
seepage system which is characterized by a complex interaction between migration of
deep sourced fluids, gas hydrate formation and seafloor gas advection through cracks.
Our observation from this investigated area offshore west-Svalbard, is in line with the
documentation of SDEs from other continental margins, where micro-seismicity and gas
release into the water column are seemingly connected.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ocean-bottom seismometers (OBSs) are usually deployed in
marine settings to investigate local seismicity of an area by
monitoring earthquakes (e.g., Grevemeyer et al., 2015; Meier
et al., 2021) or long-duration tremors (e.g., Monigle et al.,
2009; Hsu et al., 2013; Franek et al., 2014).

In addition to earthquakes and tremors, OBSs often record
signals commonly referred to as short duration events (SDEs) (e.g.,
Díaz et al., 2007; Tary et al., 2012; Franek et al., 2017). SDEs are
characterized by a single pulse of a short (usually <1 s) duration
with no discernible P and S phases, a relatively high (at least
4–30 Hz) frequency content, and a strong signal/noise ratio (Batsi
et al., 2019). Although the general frequency range lies between
4–30 Hz, higher upper limits (reaching Nyquist frequency of the
specific record—50 Hz), has been reported (Sgroi et al., 2014).
Recorded SDEs also have variations in their signal characteristics,
duration, periodicity and directionality, but similar types of signals
have been recorded in different geological settings (Tary et al.,
2012). The underlying mechanisms for variations in SDEs are not
yet completely understood (e.g., Ugalde et al., 2019).

Recent experiments show the potential of using OBS
recordings as a tool to study the long-term variability of the
gas seepage and fluid movements through the analysis of SDEs
(e.g., Franek et al., 2017; Batsi et al., 2019; Tsang-Hin-Sun et al.,
2019). It is believed that there is a strong link between SDEs and
fracture-controlled fluid migration. Laboratory experiments
(Batsi et al., 2019), as well as several field studies (Sultan et al.,
2011; Tary et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2013; Embriaco et al., 2014;
Franek et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018; Ugalde et al., 2019), link SDEs
in recorded signals to fluid movements in the subsurface.

Other existing and proposed origins of SDEs in marine
environments include hydraulic fracturing and pressure transients
in hydrothermal systems (Sohn et al., 1995; Bowman and Wilcock,
2013), pressure fluctuations in fluid pathways (Díaz et al., 2007),
underwater currents (Chang et al., 2016; Ugalde et al., 2019), and
fracture opening due to strong local earthquakes (Tsang-Hin-Sun
et al., 2019). Some studies also hypothesize about biological sources
of SDEs (e.g., fish and marine mammals) (Buskirk et al., 1981;
Bowman and Wilcock, 2013; Batsi et al., 2019). In few cases, when
SDE occurrences coincide with the initial stage of long-term
experiments, mechanical coupling of the OBS at the sea bottom
has been proposed as the source of SDEs (Ostrovsky, 1989).

The natural release of hydrocarbon gases from the seafloor at
continental margins is widespread (e.g., Judd and Hovland, 2007;
Römer et al., 2014; Mau et al., 2017). Factors such as changes in
ice sheet thickness (Cremiere et al., 2016; Wallmann et al., 2018;
Himmler et al., 2019), geological processes in the subsurface and
local tectonic activity (Himmler et al., 2019; Plaza-Faverola and
Keiding, 2019; Ciotoli et al., 2020), variations in the gas hydrate
stability zone (Taylor et al., 2000; Crutchley et al., 2014; Mishra
et al., 2020), changes in sea water temperature over geological
times (Thomsen et al., 2012; Berndt et al., 2014; Cremiere et al.,
2016) and sedimentation (Horozal et al., 2017; Karstens et al.,
2018) create changes in seepage intensity and distribution over
geological timescales (Etiope, 2015). Some studies attribute
fluctuations in the seepage intensity to seasonal changes in the

seawater temperature (Berndt et al., 2014; Embriaco et al., 2014;
Ferré et al., 2020). Other studies link small diurnal-scale
variations in gas seepage to tides (Boles et al., 2001; Hsu et al.,
2013; Römer et al., 2016; Riedel et al., 2018; Sultan et al., 2020).

Seasonal and diurnal variations in the seepage activity have been
primarily studied using backscattering from gas bubbles observed in
sonar data (e.g., Veloso et al., 2015), direct in-situ observations using
underwater cameras (e.g., Beccari et al., 2020; Di et al., 2020), and
with sensors mounted at ocean-bottom observatories (e.g., Boles
et al., 2001; Kvenvolden et al., 2001). Observations of the seepage
periodicity using ship-mounted sonar data are dependent on the
cruise time availability and therefore short-term and infrequent.
Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) for direct imaging are costly and
not suitable for monitoring seepage activity for several hours. In
contrast, long term OBS experiments can last more than a year and
provide a continuous record of seismicity, allowing the investigation
of the periodicity of SDE occurrences and their potential correlation
to seepage activity.

In this study, we report on SDE occurrences in 10-month-long
OBS recordings from an actively seeping pockmark on Vestnesa
Ridge, a sedimentary ridge located offshore west-Svalbard. We
study patterns of occurrence and intensity of SDEs in a deep
marine Arctic geological setting and discuss their potential link
with gas seepage dynamics.

1.1 Geological Setting
Vestnesa Ridge is a ca. 60 km long contourite drift located on
west-Svalbard continental margin between North Atlantic mid-
ocean ridge and Svalbard Archipelago (Eiken and Hinz, 1993;
Howe et al., 2007; Hustoft et al., 2009) (Figure 1A). Molloy and
Spitsbergen transform faults bound the ridge to the south and
the north, respectively. The ridge consists of turbidites,
hemipelagic and glaciomarine sediments (Eiken and Hinz,
1993; Ottesen et al., 2005) distributed along a northwest-
southeast orientated eastern segment and an east-west
orientated western segment (Vogt and Crane, 1994;
Ritzmann et al., 2004; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2014).

Vestnesa Ridge hosts a broadly investigated gas hydrate
system (Hustoft et al., 2009; Panieri et al., 2017; Pape et al.,
2020; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2017). The presence of a bottom
simulating reflection, a seismic boundary created by acoustic
impedance contrast at the base of the gas hydrate stability zone
(Shipley et al., 1979), establishes and constrains the gas hydrate
system along the entire ridge (Bünz et al., 2012; Plaza-Faverola
et al., 2017). Hydrocarbon gases seep through selected pockmarks
in the eastern segment of the ridge (Bünz et al., 2012; Plaza-
Faverola et al., 2015; Singhroha et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2014).
Gas hydrate is not the main controller of the seepage at the site,
however. Systems of faults and fractures control the underlying
fluid migration pathways and chimneys, and thus, the
distribution of pockmarks (Figure 1C) (Plaza-Faverola et al.,
2015; Singhroha et al., 2019, 2020). The spatial and temporal
distribution of seepage features along the sedimentary ridge has
been linked to dynamic forcing from mid-ocean ridge spreading
and from glacial isostatic rebound (Schneider et al., 2018;
Himmler et al., 2019; Plaza-Faverola and Keiding, 2019).
Studies based on sediment proxies suggest that there is a link
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Regional map showing the study area. VR-Vestnesa Ridge, MR-Molloy Ridge, MTF—Molloy Transform Fault, STF—Spitsbergen Transform Fault
and KR—Knipovich Ridge; (B)OBS deployment locations around Lunde pockmark, projected over the seafloor bathymetry from depth converted 3D seismic data (e.g.,
Singhroha et al., 2019), with the micro-bathymetry at the pockmark (Himmler et al., 2019; Hong et al., 2021); approximate seepage locations marked by yellow outlines;
(C) Seismic transect highlighting the seepage structure beneath Lunde; (D–F) Sub-bottom profiles illustrating the location of the OBSs with respect to near-surface
fluid migration features.
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between seepage episodes and glacial cycles during the latest
glaciations (Schneider et al., 2018; Himmler et al., 2019).

Annual multi-beam and single-beam sonar surveys show that
acoustic flares in the water column (i.e., reaching heights of up to
~800 m) are restricted to the eastern Vestnesa Ridge segment
(Bünz et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2014). The presence of seemingly
dormant pockmarks on the ridge crest, especially towards the
western segment, where there is no evidence of present-day
advective seepage, suggests paleo-seepage at many locations
along the ridge (Vogt and Crane, 1994; Petersen et al., 2010;
Consolaro et al., 2015). Radio isotopic dating of authigenic
carbonates extracted from shallow sediments shows three
methane seepage episodes around ~160 to 133 ka, ~50 to
40 ka, and ~20 to 5 ka, that directly correspond to the
episodes of glaciation and de-glaciation in the area (Himmler
et al., 2019). Based on this information, it is suggested that glacial
tectonics is one of the dominant forces driving the seepage on
geological time scales.

Sonar data collected during numerous expeditions to the area
show the presence of gas flares only from six pockmarks on the
eastern side of the ridge (Smith et al., 2014). Pockmark Lunde is
the one with the largest acoustic flare observed and it is in the near
vicinity (<1 km) of another active pockmark (i.e., Lomvi (Panieri
et al., 2017)). These pockmarks are ~300–400 m wide complex
structures, containing both small-scale (<1 m) features and
depressions up to 50 m in diameter (Figure 1B) that focus
most of the seepage (Panieri et al., 2017). Diffusive gas release
is likely to take place as well within the pockmarks, outside the
pits. The presence of acoustic flares in the water column has been
documented from three such pits at each pockmark (Panieri et al.,
2017). Biological markers obtained from gravity cores indicate
periodic variations in seepage on a scale of 1 ka years, possibly due
to fault reactivation (Ambrose et al., 2015). Sampling of
authigenic carbonate (Himmler et al., 2019) inside Lunde
provided ground truth data for the widespread inference of
past methane seepage events based on high resolution 3D
seismic data (Plaza-Faverola et al., 2015).

2 DATA AND METHODS

2.1 Data
We deployed five LOBSTER type OBSs (Stähler et al., 2018)
around the Lunde pockmark (Figure 1) to study the potential link
between seismicity and seepage. Upon recovery of the OBSs we
have lost one data unit to the sea and discovered that another unit
has not recorded any data, leaving only 3 instruments for further
study (OBSs 1, 4 and 5; Figure 1). The entire experiment lasted
from October 2015 to July 2016. All OBSs were equipped with a
three-component short-period seismometer (with 4.5 Hz corner
frequency), and a hydrophone attached to the OBS frame at a
~0.5-m height from the sea bottom. Each seismometer was
attached to a metal rod extending from the OBS frame,
mechanically uncoupled and dropped directly onto the
seafloor after approximately 1 h. By using this approach, we
achieved direct contact with sediments and improved coupling
of the seismometers.

The OBSs were deployed in with the free-fall approach at a
water depth of ca. 1,200 m. Seismic lines were shot over the OBSs
with the intention to precisely relocate the OBSs at the seafloor
using times of direct wave arrivals (e.g., Plaza-Faverola et al.,
2010). However, problems with the time records for the shots
hampered improved relocation efforts. Thus, in this study, we
used OBS positions registered during deployment. Since we did
not attempt event location, the OBS position accuracy was not
critical.

The instruments recorded with 20 ms (OBS-1) and 5 ms
(OBS-4 and OBS-5) sampling intervals. This corresponds to
the Nyquist frequency of 25 Hz for OBS-1 and 100 Hz for
OBS-4 and OBS-5. All these data cover roughly the duration
of the deployment (10.2015–07.2016), excluding the first two
weeks of October 2015, when OBSs were settling on the sediment.
Data quality of OBS-1 and OBS-4 is better than OBS-5. OBS-1
shows a consistent recorded signal throughout the entire
deployment period. OBS-4 and OBS-5 have some periods
(~up to week-long at times), where the recorded signal quality
is unsatisfactory for analysis. During the first month of operation,
OBS-5 recorded almost no signals of any kind, possibly due to
poor coupling between the seismometer and the seafloor.

2.2 Preprocessing
We converted the whole dataset into day-long mseed-format files
and visually inspected the overall quality of the data.
Subsequently we verified that known earthquakes
(i.e., recorded by the nearby land stations at Svalbard) are
present in the recording, that the signal quality is satisfactory
and that most of the strong earthquakes have been recorded on all
three stations.

2.3 Visual Recognition of Recorded Signals
By manual inspection of the datasets, we identify four dominant
types of signals: SDEs, earthquakes, harmonic tremors and
whale calls.

2.3.1 SDEs
From visual inspection of the data set, we noticed prominent
signals (Figure 2A) that usually have amplitudes similar, if not
stronger, than local earthquakes (Figure 2B). Their spectra cover
almost the entire frequency range (up to 20 Hz in OBS-1 and
60–80 Hz in OBS-4 and OBS-5). Whereas the amplitude of these
signals is highly variable, the frequency content between events
remains more stable. Their average duration is between 1–2 s. On
corresponding spectrograms, these signals appear as narrow
“stripes” covering a large frequency band from 3–4 Hz to
20–25 Hz (OBS-1) or 60–65 Hz (OBS-4 and OBS-5), with
similar energy levels for all frequencies they contain. We
classify these signals as SDEs (Figure 2A). SDEs are usually
observed on all channels of a seismometer, and sporadically, on a
hydrophone record. One common characteristic they share is a
lack of separate P and S wave arrivals, which clearly distinguishes
them from local earthquakes (Figures 2A,B). The SDEs we
document here follow the characteristics of SDEs described at
Western Svalbard Shelf by Franek et al. (2017), and Sea of
Marmara by Batsi et al. (2019).
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2.3.2 Earthquakes
The dominant sources of earthquakes in this dataset are ultra-
slow spreading oceanic ridges (e.g., Molloy Ridge and Knipovich
Ridge), that have been successfully studied by OBS deployments
(e.g., Meier et al., 2021; Schlindwein et al., 2013). Earthquakes can
be clearly distinguished from other signals by independent P and
S waves arrivals and their overall length (Figure 2B). Usually, an
individual earthquake is recorded on all three OBSs and on all
channels of the seismometer. After an earthquake, a seismic
wavefield propagating from the hypocenter reaches the
seafloor and undergoes conversion at the water-sediment
boundary. This process leads to the generation of acoustic
waves in the water column that we have observed in our

hydrophone data, for particularly large earthquakes in the
region with known, independently determined magnitudes. In
this study, we observe events with the total duration of 8–10 s or
more, for the most part, since our short-period seismometers
(with a useful frequency range of 1 Hz upwards) are mainly
suitable for studies of local and regional seismicity (Sutton et al.,
1965; Webb, 1998).

2.3.3 Harmonic Tremors
A tremor is defined as a continuous signal of sustained amplitude
recorded at frequencies within limited bandwidth (Chouet, 1992).
By harmonic tremor, we refer to signals which beside the
fundamental frequency contain one or more harmonics of this

FIGURE 2 | Individual examples of types of events observed on the vertical channel of the seismometer, with spectrograms showing how each type of observed
signals can be differentiated by their spectra. Events presented: SDEs (A), earthquakes (B), harmonic tremors (C), and whale calls (D). Spectrograms calculated using
Fast Fourier Transform (window length 1 s, except tremors—5 s used there instead; overlap—90%; Hanning taper).
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frequency, as defined e.g., in Essing et al. (2021). This can be
clearly seen on their spectra, with an energy pick for the
fundamental frequency and subsequent energy levels for
integer multiples of this frequency. We observe tremor on all
seismometer channels, but not on the hydrophones. Tremors
have ~1–5 Hz dominant frequency with at least one or more
harmonics present (Figure 2C), and harmonic frequencies going
up to 15–20 Hz in the case of strong tremors. Tremor events
usually start with only the dominant frequency and one,
sometimes two harmonics visible, but they increase in
intensity quickly and the number of harmonics visible
becomes larger. The opposite process is occurring towards the
end of the tremor “window,” with number of harmonics
decreasing, until only energy of the dominant frequency can
be visible before tremor disappears completely. The usual
duration of continuous presence of a tremor is counted in
hours, but throughout these longer intervals, shorter (from few
minutes upwards), “patchy” breaks can be randomly seen during
the tremor events. They are observed on nearby instrumentation
simultaneously, but there are small time differences between the
start and the disappearance of tremor bursts between OBSs, with
the variation between the onset and the disappearance time.

Approximately half of the dataset from each OBS is
contaminated with the tremor noise of uniform characteristics

(Figure 2C). Instead of short, strong impulses, it consists of
repeating patterns of a longer duration (few seconds and
upwards) signal. Its amplitude is also much weaker in
comparison to SDEs and most of the recorded earthquakes,
which means that the signal to noise ratio is generally much
lower. Unlike many whale calls, sporadic SDEs and stronger
earthquakes, tremors are not present in the data of the
hydrophone channel. These differences in signal’s strength
over noise and individual packet duration allow for a
distinction of tremor from other observed phenomena.
However, due to its prevalence, tremors often coincide with
SDEs and earthquakes. Owing to their frequency content up
to 60 Hz and high amplitudes, SDEs are still recognizable during
times of tremor (cf. Figure 4A).

Harmonic tremors are often interpreted as an effect of OBS
instrumentation interacting with the deployment environment.
Radio antenna used in OBS recovery has been suggested as a
vibrating source of tremor controlled by underwater currents
(Duennebier et al., 1981). Underwater currents can excite the
rope holding the head buoy used for post-deployment retrieval in
LOBSTER design OBS instruments (Stähler et al., 2018). This
excitation can give rise to a tremor-like signal with a fundamental
frequency close to 1 Hz, in a process known as Karman vortex
shedding. Tremor characteristics, similar to the ones discussed
here, were also observed near Canary Islands and were attributed
to underwater currents exciting the seismometers (Ugalde et al.,
2019). This type of a harmonic noise exhibits strong correlation
with tidal cycles (Ramakrushana Reddy et al., 2020; Essing et al.,
2021). We therefore suggest that the observed harmonic
tremor signals are likely caused by seafloor currents acting on
the OBSs.

2.3.4 Whale Calls
We found numerous examples of fin whale calls in the
sensitive frequency range of seismometers and
hydrophones. They produce a repeating sequence of short
(~1 s), down-sweeping pulses within the range of 5–40 Hz,
with highest energy around 18 Hz (Figure 2D). The overall
duration of an individual animal call lasts usually for more
than 200 s (Gaspa Rebull et al., 2006). The duration of
recorded calls is highly dependent on whether we observe a
group of animals or just a single whale. Since the source of the
signal is in the water column, it is predominantly recorded by
the hydrophones, and depending on the distance, may also be
seen on seismometer channels.

Many different marine mammal species produce
vocalizations that can be recorded with a high frequency
hydrophone, but numerous studies have shown it is possible
to record fin and blue whale calls also on seismometers due to
the low frequency of their calls (e.g., McDonald et al., 1995;
Morano et al., 2012; Soule andWilcock, 2013). Both species are
seasonally present west of Svalbard (Edwards et al., 2015;
Storrie et al., 2018; Løviknes et al., 2021). Blue whales’
songs have frequencies that also overlap with the bandwidth
of OBS recordings, however their sounds are longer in
duration (~8 s) and narrower in frequency (~20 Hz) for
groups observed in North Atlantic (McDonald et al., 2006).

FIGURE 3 | An example of short duration event recorded on three
channels of OBS-1 station seismometer. Horizontal channels marked as 1
and 2 due to lack of orientation with regards to geographic coordinates.
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They can also produce a different type of call (D call), possibly
related to feeding, that can resemble a fin whale down-
sweeping pulse, but a single event is lasting several seconds,
longer than a fin whale call (Mellinger and Clark, 2003; Rice
et al., 2021).

Call patterns of any of these species can clearly be
distinguished from SDEs which lack down-sweep character
and rhythmic sequences, they also have a longer duration.

Earthquakes, tremors and whale calls are beyond the scope of
our study and will not be further discussed.

2.4 Automatic SDE Detection
We automatically extracted SDEs using the routine STA/LTA
(short-term average/long-term average) algorithm implemented

in ObsPy toolbox (Beyreuther et al., 2010) following an approach
adopted for several studies of SDEs (e.g., Tary et al., 2012;
Embriaco et al., 2014; Franek et al., 2014; Franek et al., 2017;
Batsi et al., 2019). First, we visually identified a large number of
SDEs present in the data to gain an idea of the best search
parameters for the STA/LTA detector, based on their signal
characteristics (Figure 3). We conducted the search on vertical
channels of all seismometers, because only the strongest SDEs
were present on all channels of a seismometer (Figure 3). We
have chosen arbitrary two-week long period of data and tested
different detection parameters until we obtained satisfactory
result. After a careful analysis and testing of STA/LTA trigger
sensitivity, we set the following parameters: length of short-term
window 0.35 s, length of long-term window 8 s, trigger threshold

FIGURE 4 | Spectrogram of the hour-long subset of the vertical seismometer channel data from OBS-1 (A) containing examples of tremor (horizontal spectral lines
below about 5 Hz) and SDEs (thin vertical lines) with the automatic picks of STA/LTA algorithm presented on the corresponding seismograms. Accuracy of the picking in
the interval of high number of SDEs (B) and the period of relative quietness (C) are presented below. Parameters used to calculate the spectrogram: window length—10
s, overlap of windows—90%, taper function—Hanning.
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ratio 5 and de-trigger threshold 2. We restricted the event
duration to less than 2.5 s to make sure that local earthquakes
from oceanic ridges and whale calls would not be included in the
resulting dataset. The final output contained each picked SDE
start time and its duration (defined as the difference between
trigger and de-trigger time).

Overall, the STA/LTA automatic extraction is highly effective for
periods with limited SDE activity (Figure 4C). However, in periods of
intensive SDEs we notice that the STA/LTA identifies fewer SDEs
than observed by visual inspection during the selected period
(Figure 4B). Specifically, it fails to trigger detection more than
once during longer periods of SDEs activity with practically no
low-amplitude intervals in between. Therefore, the number of
SDEs during phases of high activity is likely underestimated.
Nevertheless, the presence of harmonic tremors does not affect the
trigger sensitivity and SDEs are also detected during phases of intense
tremor (15:30–15:50, Figure 4A). The use of the vertical seismometer
channel for SDE detection further avoided triggering on whale calls.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Occurrence and Periodicity of Observed
SDEs
We detected more than 300,000 events using STA/LTA detector
and more than 90,000 on OBS-1 alone throughout the deployment
period. They occur as a single event or in bursts of dozens,
sometimes hundreds, lasting several hours (Figure 4). We
operated the STA/LTA detector on the vertical seismometer
channel. However, SDEs are generally visible on all channels of
a seismometer, and sometimes also on a hydrophone channel. We
observe that the number of SDE occurrences varies with time along
the records and these variations are not regular. Also, the observed
bursts of SDEs do not occur simultaneously on the neighboring
stations, despite their estimated distance of only 250–300 m. This
indicates that the origin of the signal is very local, otherwise we
would expect simultaneous detection on nearby stations. This is in
line with other reports about their occurrence (e.g., Tary et al.,
2012; Embriaco et al., 2014; Sgroi et al., 2021).

Periodogram plots reveal a periodic pattern of occurrence of
SDEs that can be correlated with major tidal cycles. The SDE
occurrence peaks in cycles of about 12.4 h (M2 in Figure 5) on
OBSs 1 and 4, and to a lesser extent on OBS-5. There are also
spectral peaks at 4.39 h (M6 in Figure 5) and 6.28 h (M4 in
Figure 5) on OBS-1. M2, M4 and M6 correspond to the principal
lunar semi-diurnal constituent and the first and the second
overtide of principal lunar semi-diurnal constituent,
respectively (Lopes and Tenreiro Machado, 2017). It can be
argued that there are three small peaks related to M2 and
other tidal constituents present on OBS-5 (M2? N2 and MU2
in Figure 5). In general, we also observe many more periodicity
peaks greater than full-day on the spectra that cannot be assigned
to the tides in a direct manner.

We conducted similar analysis of periodicity for the
tremors to compare the strength of the tidal influence on
both processes. We utilized the detection approach of Roman
(2017) to obtain an hourly-binned dataset of tremor
occurrence. This method uses the pitch detection approach
from speech and music processing, due to their similar
characteristics to harmonic tremors. It initially assumes
that each individual sample has the tremor present. It first
determines the fundamental frequency of a signal by
consecutively decimating the Fourier transform of a signal
and designating a frequency with the highest power as the
fundamental one. Then, for the integer multiples of this
frequency (harmonics), it measures the relative power
ratios between the windows containing the fundamental
frequency and its potential harmonics. If this ratio exceeds
a predefined value, we can assume that the signal contains
tremor, with a given fundamental frequency. We can also
decide for how many harmonics the ratio has to be checked
and met for a signal to be declared as a tremor.

In the resulting plots, we also observed clear spectral peaks
corresponding to tidal cycles on OBS-1 and OBS-4
(Supplementary Figure S1), with the M2 peak more
pronounced than in the SDE periodogram. In addition, longer

FIGURE 5 | Power spectrum density (periodogram) functions for hourly
count of SDEs detected on vertical channels of OBS-1, OBS-4, and OBS-5.
Labels for corresponding tidal components are as follows: M2—principal lunar
semidiurnal, M4—shallow water overtides of principal lunar semidiurnal
(first overtide of principal lunar semidiurnal), M6—second overtide of principal
lunar semidiurnal, N2—larger lunar elliptic semidiurnal, MU2 – variational.
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period tidal constituents (K1 and longer periods) are present in
the tremor cyclicity. This underlines two points: that we could
successfully discriminate SDE events and tremor signals with
SDE occurrence patterns differing from tremor occurrence
patterns; secondly, that different source mechanisms are
responsible for producing tremors and SDEs.

3.2 Periodicity of SDEs and Comparison
With Tidal Cycles
To further compare the observed periodicity of SDEs with the
periodicity of diurnal tides, we used the models of expected mean
sea level height changes for the months of the experiment using
pyTMD (Sutterley et al., 2019). We calculated these values for the
location of OBS-1 (6°54′30″E, 79°00′17″N) using TPXO 9.2
model (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). For this site, we obtained
the maximum mean sea level height difference due to tides of
about 1.2 m. We then compared the normalized modelled tidal
response time series with normalized SDEs time series (Figure 6).
Subsequently, we also noticed that occurrence of SDEs matches,
albeit in not a consistent way, the pattern represented by tidal
cycles calculated for Vestnesa Ridge. It appears that increased
numbers of SDEs are usually visible near the peaks of sea level
change, but SDEs are not present in every consecutive diurnal tide

cycle. More examples of observed SDEs intensity can be found in
the supporting material (Supplementary Figures S2–S40). We
performed manual picking of the SDEs on a smaller subset of the
data and confirmed that the similar periodic pattern is present
(Figure 7). Therefore, we can exclude those artefacts caused by
the relative insensitivity of the STA/LTA detector in times of SDE
bursts affect the SDE periodicity.

In general, these plots show that the observed relationship
between tides and SDE occurrence is not very strong. This agrees
with what is observed on periodograms, where peaks of spectral
amplitude at the frequencies corresponding to tides are visible,
but other, stronger periods are also present. Likewise, a
prominent increase in SDE numbers is rarely observed on
subsequent tidal cycles. We observe instead that at least a few
days can pass with a lesser amount of SDEs. This pattern occurs
through the entire dataset, with additional longer quiet periods
(on a scale of weeks), where clear increases in SDEs are not
observed (Supplementary Figures S2–S40).

3.3 Phase Relationship Between SDEBursts
and Tides
In order to quantify the strength of the relationship between SDEs
and tides, we use cross-correlations (Appendix A) of the

FIGURE 6 | Standardized plots of the mean sea level amplitude change due to tides (black line) superimposed on the SDEs hourly count from vertical channel of
OBS-1 (blue line) for a week 03.01-09.01.2016 (A) and a week 13.03-19.03.2016 (B). Small red and blue stars indicate moment of high/low tide, respectively. Each day
is separated by a dashed vertical line.
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normalized mean sea level change with the normalized SDE hourly
count function as a quantitative measure of similarity. The cross-
correlation allows calculation of the lag (i.e., the phase difference
between the input time series), at which the relationship is
potentially strongest. Since one of the functions used in the
calculation has a clear periodic pattern (i.e., roughly 12-h
periodicity in the case of the tides), we looked at the cross-
correlation lag values only between −12 and 12 h (Figure 8).
We detrended the time series prior to the correlation. In the
next step, we split the data into monthly intervals and
evaluated the relationship of SDE counts to both rising and
falling tides. We then generated monthly plots for each OBS
using the same approach, with the omission of July 2016, since
we only had 5 full days of the record for this month (Figure 9).

The cross-correlation between the tidal time series and hourly
SDE count time series shows a peak correlation in all three
OBS stations between 0–1 h time lag. This indicates that rising
tides close to the tidal maximum correspond to the highest
likelihood of occurrence of SDEs (Figure 8). Additionally,
each correlation peak has a corresponding minimum at
roughly 6 h before and after the peak. This is a
consequence of the periodic nature of one of the input
functions (mean sea level change) for the correlation
process, but it also indicates a weaker connection between
SDEs and low tides. Shifting the tidal dataset back and forth by
an arbitrary number of hours produces a cross correlation
function with the maxima and minima shifted by the same
number of hours, respectively.

We then study 27 individual samples representing correlation
results for month-long subsets of SDE data for each of three OBSs
(Table 1). In most (17/27) of the cases, the peak correlation
occurs either at 0 h lag or at 1 h lag. Since the input dataset is
binned into hour-long intervals, this means that the actual
peak occurs at the value between 0 and 1 h. In these cases, a
maximum correlation value equal ~0.1–0.5 (Figure 9). This

indicates a stronger relationship between times of a rising tide
and peaks in SDEs occurrence rather than between falling tides
and peaks in SDE occurrence. The average correlation value
for these periods is 0.17. For months where the correlation
peak occurs at a time lag other than 0 h or 1 h, the correlation
value is much lower (usually <0.05, mean value 0.06),
indicating weaker correlation/relationship between SDEs
and relative wave height change due to tides. Additionally,
among these 10 results with the correlation peak outside of
0–1 h range, only one correlation value is greater than 0.1
(i.e., for 2 h correlation lag in October for OBS-1), so the
reliability of these 10 correlation results is poor. In general, the
resultant correlation values are low, but there is a clear
separation between values observed at lag 0–1 h in most of
the months and the correlation results when peak is at different
lag or barely recognizable.

It is worth remembering however, that the resulting
coefficients are neither robust nor resistant (Wilks, 2011).
This means that cross correlation may not recognize strong,
but non-linear relationships (robustness), or its outcome
value can be extremely sensitive to one or a few outlying
points pars (resistance). Relatively low coefficient values are
caused partially by a high variance in the SDE dataset, where
most of the observed counts during tide changes have
relatively low value compared to extreme SDEs bursts that
we observe sporadically in the data (median value of the
normalized SDE occurrence is just 0.0259, 0.0185, and
0.0684 for OBS-1, OBS-4, and OBS-5, respectively). The
aforementioned issues with the data quality for OBS-5 are
likely the reason behind generally weak correlation for most of
the months (with notable distinction of June (0.45), where the
correlation is the strongest for the entire dataset from all
recorders). In summary the results suggest that SDE peaks are
more likely to happen at high and low tide but not at every
tidal cycle and only sporadically. There is a stronger

FIGURE 7 | Standardized plot of manually picked and subsequently binned hourly count of SDEs observed at vertical channel of OBS-1 vs. relative mean sea level
change caused by tides (from TPXO 9.2 model), for arbitrarily selected two-week-long period.
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connection between high tides and peaks in SDE occurrence
than between low tides and peaks in SDE occurrence.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Tidal Control on SDEs
The analyses above indicate that:

• SDEs at the investigated site on Vestnesa Ridge have a
periodic pattern of distribution

• SDEs can be correlated with diurnal and longer-term
periodicity sea level changes to some extent

• The correlation between SDE occurrences and tides is in
average low, with a stronger connection between their
increase at maximum sea level periods. In such an
instance, increase in SDEs does not necessarily occur
within each tidal cycle, but with the periods of lower
activity in between

Our results reveal that although SDEs are not strongly correlated
with sea level changes associated to ocean tides, observing their
variability on a month-by-month basis still shows partial effect of
tidal sea level oscillations on the intensity of SDE bursts.

FIGURE 8 | Correlation of standardized SDEs hourly count (calculated
for vertical channel of seismometer), with standardized tide amplitude for
OBS-1, OBS-4, and OBS-5. For each plot the maximum positive correlation
occurs at around +1 h (and repeat with periodicity of 12 h)—SDEs peak
precedes the point of high tide by 1 h.

FIGURE 9 | Monthly correlation between standardized SDEs hourly
count from vertical channels of OBS-1, OBS-4 and OBS-5, and standardized
relative sea level change from TPXO 9.2 model.
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While tremor periodicity indicates tidally modulated
underwater currents (Supplementary Figure S1; Stähler et al.,
2018; Ramakrushana Reddy et al., 2020; Essing et al., 2021), SDEs
show a different periodic pattern, suggesting that their link to the
sea level changes is via more complex near-seafloor processes.

Mean sea level changes represent pressure difference that
impact near-surface geological processes. There are global
observations that document a strong link between SDEs
(i.e., micro-seismicity), and fluid movement through near
seafloor sediments (Sultan et al., 2011; Tary et al., 2012;
Embriaco et al., 2014; Franek et al., 2014; Franek et al., 2017;
Batsi et al., 2019). Batsi et al. (2019) recreated in the lab (i.e., using
a small amount of air and water injected into the sediments
within a meter from the geophone) a signal characterized by high
frequency content, strong amplitude and short duration that has a
remarkable resemblance with SDEs.

All three SDE measurements documented here are
concentrated near (<500 m) pockmark with proven gas
hydrates and fracture-related seafloor seepage (Figure 1; Bünz
et al., 2012; Panieri et al., 2017). The fact that SDEs are not
recognized simultaneously on the three OBSs, together with
strong relative amplitudes and no clear separation between the
P and S wave signals (as in earthquakes), indicate local sources of
SDEs that lose energy rapidly.

Discussions on the link between SDEs, tides and seepage
dynamics at continental margins have gained significant
attention following observations from various margins and
geological settings. Several studies document tidal modulated
seepage activity at continental margins (e.g., Boles et al., 2001;
Torres et al., 2002; Hsu et al., 2013) and hydrothermal systems
(e.g., Schultz et al., 1992; Plant et al., 2010). Along west-Svalbard
continental margin, a potential effect of tides on the seepage
intensity has been inferred from analyses of gas signatures on
sonar (Veloso-Alarcon et al., 2019) and in-situ pore fluid pressure
data (Sultan et al., 2020). Other studies document temporal
relations between SDEs and enhanced methane release to the
water column (e.g., Sea of Marmara; Embriaco et al., 2014).
Bayrakci et al. (2014) noted a strong increase in the number
of SDEs recorded on an OBS deployed directly at a seep location
compared to other nearby devices. The polarization of SDEs

observed by Hsu et al. (2013) at a mud volcano off Taiwan
indicated a source in the shallow subsurface. In their case,
the tidal pattern in SDE occurrence matched the periodicity of
the gas flux in the water column giving further direct evidence of a
link between tidally controlled fluid flow systems and SDE
generation.

Very few studies discuss simultaneously mechanisms by which
tides may affect seafloor seepage periodicity, which in turn may
control the pattern of distribution of micro-seismic signals.
Moreover, while a link between temporal modulation of gas
release and occurrence of SDE events has been established
based on data from various continental margins, the physical
process behind this link is still the subject of the debate. We
discuss hereafter physical mechanisms that can explain the link
between SDE occurrences, sea level changes and seepage
dynamics at Vestnesa Ridge gas hydrates and associated
seepage system.

4.2 SDEs From a Fracture-controlled Gas
Hydrate and Seepage System
Documented SDEs occurrences on Vestnesa Ridge are in line
with observations from other margins, possibly reflecting sea level
controlled dynamic changes on the seepage system from one or
several of the surrounding pockmarks (Figure 1).

Soft, unconsolidated sediments create temporary pathways for
migrating gas that undergo closure after the gas release (Boudreau
et al., 2005). It has been suggested that SDEs could be the
manifestation of opening new fractures allowing for gas
expulsion or pockets of gas travelling upwards in the shallow
sediment (Tary et al., 2012). Bothmodeling (Tary et al., 2012) and
test in a sediment tank (Batsi et al., 2019), have shown that gas
release from the surface would produce signals that resemble the
SDEs recorded in the field.

Seepage over the monitored pockmark on Vestnesa Ridge has
been documented over multiple yearly surveys since 2009 (e.g.,
Smith et al., 2014; Panieri et al., 2017). The pockmark is
associated with one, among several, vertical fluid migration
conduits along Vestnesa Ridge. These conduits are known as
gas chimneys or gas pipes and are thought to be formed due to
overpressured gas at the base of the gas hydrate stability zone
(GHSZ) (Hustoft et al., 2009; Singhroha et al., 2016). The source
of gas is both microbial and thermogenic (Pape et al., 2020) and
seepage at the seafloor is sustained by pulses of gas migrating
though fractured strata (Figures 1C,D) (Bünz et al., 2012; Plaza-
Faverola et al., 2015; Singhroha et al., 2016). Buried authigenic
carbonate accumulations within the pipes, characterized by high
amplitude anomalies in 3D seismic data, indicate periods of
enhanced methane release in the past (Himmler et al., 2019;
Plaza-Faverola et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2018). These shallow
authigenic carbonate concentrations and gas hydrates promote
the entrapment of gas within the upper few meters below the
seafloor (Figure 1C) (Plaza-Faverola et al., 2015; Himmler et al.,
2019). Over time, trapped gas bypasses local seals and continue
through shallow fractures to sustain seafloor seepage at present
day (Hong et al., 2021). Such fluid flow systems are known as self-
sealed (Hovland et al., 2002).

TABLE 1 |Maximum peak correlation lag time (in h) and corresponding correlation
coefficient values for every month of deployment of each OBS. For all peaks
occurring outside of the lag window 0–2 h we observe very low, close to 0, values
of correlation coefficient.

Month Lag of peak [hr] Correlation value

OBS-1 OBS-4 OBS-5 OBS-1 OBS-4 OBS-5

October 2 1 5 0.14 0.06 0.05
November 1 4 12 0.11 0.06 0.05
December 1 0 12 0.29 0.23 0.04
January −9 0 0 0.03 0.06 0.05
February −6 1 3 0.05 0.19 0.09
March 1 1 1 0.26 0.37 0.02
April 1 1 0 0.23 0.1 0.12
May 0 10 0 0.11 0.06 0.15
June 1 10 1 0.12 0.03 0.45
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The physical mechanism usually invoked to explain the
modulation of seepage by tides is the forcing exerted by
increasing and decreasing hydrostatic pressure on gas (i.e., a
compressible fluid) present in the pore-fluids (Römer et al., 2016;
Sultan et al., 2020). This change in pore-fluid pressure would also
lead to changes in the state of pre-existing fractures in the subsurface,
which would lead to enhanced or hindered gas migration. Such
mechanical changes generate micro-seismicity (Hsu et al., 2013).

Observations of gas emissions into the water column (Boles
et al., 2001; Torres et al., 2002; Plant et al., 2010; Römer et al.,
2016; Riedel et al., 2018) at Cascadia margin and inferred from
pore fluid pressure changes (Sultan et al., 2020) at Vestnesa Ridge
point to the highest seepage activity during low tides, which
would then lead to the largest number of SDEs also during low
tides (i.e., assuming that the three processes: fracture opening, gas
seepage, and generation of SDEs, occur simultaneously). This is
not entirely consistent with the seismological SDE pattern we
observe. We suggest that the key to understanding this apparent
discrepancy is in the dynamics of the fluid migration system. The
system monitored on Vestnesa Ridge has a constant supply of gas
from the deeper sediments (e.g., Knies et al., 2018; Daszinnies
et al., 2021) and seafloor seepage is continuous (Smith et al.,
2014). Thus, it is possible that changes in pressure due to tides
only modulate but do not control the seepage activity.

A constant input of gas (e.g., from the base of the gas hydrate
stability zone; Singhroha et al., 2016) into the shallow sediment
may result in overpressure-driven pulses of gas migration
upwards (Hustoft et al., 2009). Micro-seismicity generation
can happen both during high and low tides, provided there is
enough gas present, and an effective stress of sediments is

overcome (Hsu et al., 2013). Hsu et al. (2013) points out, that
for a specific location, the vertical stress of a rock stays more or
less constant throughout the tidal cycle, leading to a greater
pressure difference between gas-filled sediments and the water
column at a high tide compared to at a low tide. This leads to
larger observed micro-seismicity response during a tidal peak
than during a tidal low, which is what they observed, and what we
also have noticed during tidal cycles with micro-seismic activity
present. In their case, the micro-seismic pattern is directly
matched with the gas emission intensity measurement in the
water column. Furthermore, in this study it is postulated that in a
case of an insufficient methane replenishment (occurring on a
scale larger than a single tidal cycle), there is a smaller gas charge,
not strong enough to overcome the pressure difference when the
influence of tides is largest (high tide). This mechanism can
explain observations of increased gas emissions during low tide
(e.g., Römer et al., 2016; Riedel et al., 2018; Sultan et al., 2020).
Slower replenishment of the gas (on a scale of at least few tidal
cycles), could also lead to gaps in the micro-seismic activity,
which is what we have observed.

Complex thermodynamic behaviors of gas hydrates may be
having an effect on the response of the seepage system to sea level
changes and subsequently on the pattern of micro-seismicity
generated in response to fluid migration. Normally, solubility of
the methane in the pore water increases with the increase in
pressure, but in a system supporting stable conditions for
methane hydrate to form, the opposite situation is possible
(Handa, 1990; Tishchenko et al., 2005; Sun and Duan, 2007; Liu
and Flemings, 2011). This is especially true at low temperatures
encountered at deep (>1200m) seafloors. Specific pressure and

FIGURE 10 |Conceptual model for a potential explanation of micro-seismicity generation from a near-surface gas hydrate system, driven by solubility changes. (A)
Initial conditions. (B) Increase in tidal pressure leads to gas exsolution and bubble formation which reopens fractures. (C) Maximum number of bubbles is being
generated when the pressure difference from tides is approaching highest value, consequently the largest amount of short duration events is observed. (D) During the
falling tide, pressure decrease leads to closing of existing fractures and bubble formation. (E) For the next tidal cycle, smaller amounts of gas in pore fluids prohibit
from immediate repetition of the process, consequently this pattern is observed only after few more tidal cycles.
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temperature conditions may favor exsolution of methane from the
aqueous phase during high tides, leading to either formation of gas
hydrate or generation of methane bubbles that fracture very
shallow sediments and release in the form of bubbles. While the
change in solubility will be very small, it has been shown that for
shallow, unconsolidated sediments reopening of previously
existing fractures and bubble generation is possible at a pressure
difference provided by tides (Boudreau, 2012). This will not lead to
a large change in the amount of methane seeping, but actually, the
smaller the bubbles generated, the easier they move to the seafloor,
either by initiating minor fractures (assuming linear elastic fracture
mechanics) or through pre-existing fluid-filled cracks/pathways
(Johnson et al., 2002; Boudreau et al., 2005; Algar et al., 2011a;
Algar et al., 2011b; Boudreau, 2012). A conceptual model of such a
cycle is presented in Figure 10. Such a change of release would
probably not produce an observable difference in the acoustic flares
observed in sonar data.

How gas hydrate thermodynamics affect seepage periodicity at
continental margins is a largely understudied, yet highly relevant
problem that deserves broader investigation.

5 CONCLUSION

Seismological data from three ocean bottom seismometers (OBS)
obtained at Vestnesa Ridge reveals, in addition to information
about local seismicity, continuous records of tremor-like signals
and a large number of short duration events (SDEs). In line with
observations from other margins, the tremors documented here are
likely caused by the effect of tidal currents on the OBS
instrumentation. These currents exhibit strong variability that can
be linked to semi-diurnal tides and observed patterns of tremor
occurrence match the periodicity of modelled tides for the site.

Comparably to other studies reporting SDEs, our analysis
support local, near-surface origin of the observed events. Lack of
simultaneous detections of SDEs on closely-spaced OBSs and no
observations of SDEs in hydrophone channels point to shallow,
subsurface SDE origin.

Our results indicate that both tremors and SDEs occurrences
in the investigated setting have a periodic behavior, and their
periodicity is comparable to tidal cycles. While the relationship
between tides and tremors is through tide-generated currents at the
sea-bottom, the relation between tides and SDEs reveals different
periodic pattern, in addition to a clear tidal component. SDE bursts
generally correlate better with local tide maxima.

SDE distribution, periodic behavior and signal characteristics
from Vestnesa Ridge compare to reports from other seepage sites
worldwide. A potential connection between SDEs, sea-level
changes and seepage dynamics in this deep marine gas
hydrate system is explained by:

• Sediment fracturing and gas release caused by small
pressure changes due to tides

• Insufficient gas charge unable to overcome pressure
difference at a high tide, leading to emission only during
periods of low tide, whilst also explaining gaps between the
tidal cycles with increased SDE bursts

• Alternatively, complex thermodynamic behavior of gas
hydrate under pressure changes due to tides likely affects
seepage periodicity and near-surface deformation. This is
under-investigated, yet highly relevant problem for
quantifying seafloor seepage at continental margins

More quantitative modelling of the gas hydrate behavior in the
sediments influenced by tidal pressure variations is necessary to
verify how it affects the seepage and shallow sediments.
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APPENDIX A CROSS-CORRELATION

For two N-element equal-interval (1 h) time series SDE(t) =
{SDE(tn)} and Tide(t) = {Tide(tn)}) with the lag value k such
as -max_lag <= k <=max_lag, lagged cross-correlation coefficient
(Pearson product-moment coefficient of linear correlation) is
given by (Crockett, 2019):

Rxy(k) � cov(SDEk′, Tidek)
σ(SDEk′), σ(Tidek)

where the covariance and standard deviations (σ) apply to the
segments SDEk’ and Tidek that overlap at lag k and -1 <= Rxy(k)
<= 1. Covariance (joint variance) between two N-element

discrete variables SDE(n) = {SDEn} and Tide(n) = {Tiden},
where n = 0, 1, . . ., N-1 is defined as:

cov(SDE, Tide) � 1
N

∑N−1

n�0
(SDEn − SDE)(Tiden| − Tide)

where SDE, Tide are arithmetic means of normalized SDEs
counts and normalized tidal height values, respectively. Lastly,
the standard deviation of discrete variable SDE(n) is defined as
(definition for Tide is analogous):

σ(SDE) �

�����������������
1
N

∑N
i�1
(SDEi − SDE)2

√√
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